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Overall Comments 

Part five of this course has focused on layout through the design of leaflets, flyers and 

posters.  Overall your response has been good and through your hard work you complete 

the Graphics 1 unit with a grounding knowledge of design thinking and growing practical 

skill. I hope this course has granted you the confidence to continue to independently explore 

graphic design approaches now you have equipped yourself with this fundamental 

knowledge and that this will support you in exploring your creative capabilities and potential 

further.   

 

Project: Magazines and books 

This project asked you to explore grids, columns and editorial design by drawing on existing 

magazines to develop your own page designs and by designing two book covers. You kick 

off part five with great investment in the exercise where it’s clear you’re gaining much from 

looking in detail at grid systems. Your sketchbook pages are fantastic and whilst I feel this 

might be the drier end of making work for you, as a task in looking deeply and understanding 

the nature of how designers ‘evolve’ layouts rather than reinvent the wheel I think this has 

been useful exercise.  

 

Project: Information graphics 

Using examples of information graphics as inspiration, you were asked to describe your 

immediate surroundings and to create a working birthday list.  Both of these tasks seem to 

have been beneficial for you ; the birthday list is a good, functioning document and a solid 

example of how mocking-up and making a physical version of something very much helps to 

inform its application. I think it’s fantastic you chose to map your garden and this is also a 

strong example of you using the GD1 course with good personal application. I hope this 

kickstarts a long line of garden maps – with practice these will become more proficient and 

just what you want them to be (I must say I did get quite excited about the house being used 

to raise Elven children!). I, like you also appreciate the hand drawn version and its detail ; if 



you fancy scanning this for me I’d be happy to spend a short time during our skype showing 

you how you could digitally enhance / colour this to make more of it.  

 

 

Project: Publicity and marketing 

You were asked to design a poster and flyer for a local signing group. This has been another 

good task to undertake further practice with your software skills and I can see the influence 

in composition from the posters you looked at. I think your thumbnailing is really great and 

there’s a growing sense of translation of this into your designs. My favourite image is the 

second bird composition – here the image works well to frame a central space. My top hint 

or suggestion would be not to forget the learning you’ve done about grid systems for type 

these apply to all designs and not just magazine articles or book layout. Could you map a 

grid system for the flyer that might work better using this kind of suggested template as a 

starting point? What’s the hierachy of the type?  

 

 
 

Project: Branding 

You were asked to help develop a brand image for Chance Housing Association, and a logo 

for The French Hen bar. You show some more solid and logical approaches to your design 

development for both tasks with well used opportunities for further software practice.  

 

Chance: 

- the discussions around legibility are very pertinent.  

- Conceptually your steps/ladder feels the strongest image however the final logo is 

the cleanest and most balanced and an attractive piece of competently produced 

design. 

-  The problems that remain to be resolved surround the triangle erring towards looking 

like a wigwam and needing to be more overlty rooflike.  

- The triangle seems to read most positively if considered as an arrow or a direction – 

could this be a thing to explore further? (in reflection perhaps rather than any 

extended re-working).  



 

The French Hen: 

 

- You demonstrate strength in your ideas again through your thumbnailing and initial 

drawings. I particularly like the glass/hen combo and think this could be a winning logo idea! 

Whilst the below examples lean towards novelty, I love how the shape of the birds and the 

glass fit together.. you go one step further in your design by using the flag’s colour to depict 

the wine and this demonstrates the kind of playful thinking that is crucial to the designer and 

something I’d encourage you to nurture/expand or document more of in your process. 

 

  
- picking up on the designs you take forwards ; I am drawn to the tilted glass on the 

napkin – this is a good visual shorthand for having a drink and your image works 

nicely sitting on top of the off-white colour of the napkin. However, printing white on 

this kind of material would be problematic. I wonder also if the stroke line should be 

removed and a fill/cutout type introduced instead?  

- You return to type-play for your final logo and your font and monochrome approach 

lends itself to a sophisticated wine bar feel. What this piece communicates feels a 

little more tenuous/protracted though in terms of french and hen; it’s up to you to 

decide whether these key words are necessary but it would be good to return to the 

brief to justify / critique how you’ve covered all bases.  

 

Assessment 

This is your last assignment for the Book Design course. If you have decided to put forward 

your work for assessment, please re-read the section on assessment in your Student 

Handbook. The Your Assessment and how to get Qualified study guide gives more 

detailed information about assessment and accreditation. 

 

For assessment you’ll need to submit a cross-section of the work you’ve done on the course. 

You’ll also need to submit your learning log, sketchbooks and tutor reports. 

 

We will discuss further organising your work for assessment during our skype session. 

  

  

Feedback on assignment 

Creative and analytical thinking, Visual and Technical Skills 

  

The final assignment offered the choice of two briefs: for which you chose to design 

promotional imagery for Abigail’s Party by Mike Leigh. 



 

Your research is super and your methods for following strands and pulling together images 

from the time are sound. The colour palette is very nice! Pleasant, bordering on serene to 

view.. I’d perhaps call the theme you’ve persued ‘70s deco-revival’? Would you agree and 

how do you think this reflects your thoughts on the play? I think your most balanced design 

is for the programme. Here, there are some nice modern elements slipping in to your poster 

work such as how you’ve laid out the dates and venues within the circle and how you use 

these simple shapes/frames to separate type from the busy background. It feels clean and 

contemporary whilst reverent to the era of the play and I think with a few tweaks could be a 

great outcome.  

 

In terms of improvement I’d recommend you consider a little more your hierachies of type 

and image. The title should be the stand out element on the page with everything else 

subservient to this. It’s all about finding the right balance where the separate elements fall 

into a sort of connected grouping with each other. Look for gaps and space and where your 

eye naturally wants to fall is where your most important bit of type should live. Sometimes 

viewing the work in thumbnails is the best way of seeing this as a whole.  

  

 

 
 

 

Overall I think whilst you feel underconfident about your outcome there are some cohesive 

and sophisticated elements within your designs including colour, type and image/style choice 

all beginning to come together. Articulating how this works and rules stipulating how it could 

be applied to a ‘style guide’ is the next step. But please consider that you are now well on 

your way, have great potential and finish the course having accomplished a number of  

professional-feel design outcomes. 

  

Sketchbooks 

Your sketchbooks are really great and show a good range of approaches. These are good 

working documents of your thinking and I hope you continue to keep these for any design 

work you do. 

 

 

 

 



Learning Logs or Blogs / Critical essays 

 

One or your research points asked you to explore the rich history of posters, finding areas of 

interest. I saw you looked at the website I suggested in your last report – did you do a write-

up for the research point? I didn’t manage to find it on the blog.  

  

  

Suggested viewing/reading 

  

To maintain an overview of contemporary design trends, you might wish to subscribe the 

following magazines who offer e-newsletters which will keep you up to date with an overview 

of content, key designers and trends.  

 

Grafik  
ex-printed magazine now online only + weekly e-newsletter 

https://www.grafik.net/ 

 

Eye Magazine 
quarterly periodical + monthly e-newsletter 

http://www.eyemagazine.com/ 

 

Creative Review  
monthly printed periodical + twice weekly e-newsletter 

https://www.creativereview.co.uk/ 
 

  

Pointers for future learning 

 

I imagine you are already well underway with structuring the next part of your OCA studies 

..If you would like any advice on what courses are available then you can find out more at 

the OCA website http://www.oca-uk.com/ or talk directly to OCA advisors. 

 

I hope you’ve enjoyed doing the Graphic Design course. It’s been a real pleasure working 

with you Nuala and I wish you all the best! Well done.  

 

Tutor name:  Beth Dawson 

Date:  1st August 2017 
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